
High Pressure Piston Pumps

Application:

 Chip Breaking

 Gun Drilling

 Through tool Cooling

 High Pressure Washing

 Mist Cooling

           and many more

Range

1LPM 10 bar to 150 LPM 500 bar

Pump Construction in - Brass & 

Stainless Steel

Product of Proven PerformanceProduct of Proven Performance

Operating Temperature upto 85°C



Rajamane Industries Pvt Ltd.,
Whitefield Road, Mahadevapura Post,
Bangalore 560 048 India
Ph: +91-80-43659000,   Fax: +91-80-28524320
Email : motors@rajamane.com
web: www.rajamane.com

Manufacturer: Dealer:

About Annovi Reverberi:
Italy, Australia, US, Far East, Europe, Middle East - Annovi Reverberi is at home all around the world. Our goal is to manufacture the highest quality triplex plunger pumps and equipment 
worldwide and to be considered by the market as providing an absolutely top-class industrial solution. The customer, for whom we provide first-class products and accessories, is always 
at the apex of our attention. Based on this concept, which goal is to offer both quality and innovation, we have managed to achieve undeniable perfection and long lasting performances. 
We are constantly on the lookout for the best quality in terms of raw materials but also in terms of productivity and skilled workmanship. This is what makes a brand survive the wear of time 
and last forever.

In India with Rajamane:
Rajamane Industries P L is the leading manufacturer of Industrial coolant pumps since 1974. Rajamane has a wide experience in industrial application & has been providing solutions to 
the customers. Annovi Reverberi product line will add to this aim of providing better solutions to customers in India. Rajamane will not only sell, but also provide the most needed customer 
support –service and spares-through its dealers network spread over India & by trained personnel.
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For more details visit www.annovireverberi.it OR www.rajamane.com

Pressure regulating unloader valve Head gun kit Gun kit for wash 3/8" high pressure hose with couplings

Accessories : 

Over 100 +
models to

choose from 
ask detailed

catlog

Over 100 +
models to

choose from 
ask detailed

catlog


